Tuesday 13th May 2014

1. You said… Hartstown Park

Groups hanging around the park drinking and engaging in anti-social behaviour

Proposals to remove the old containers in the middle of the park (update next meeting)

2. You said… Salmons Pub

The noise and people coming from Salmons public house from 2.30-3.30am is ongoing and getting worse

Bottles have been discarded by patrons of the pub then broken and left lying around potentially causing harm to young and old.

There is no license available that guarantees a late license for longer than one month Gardaí stated that they would have no problem objecting to the license and they would do so at the next opportunity. (update next meeting)

3. You said… Cleaning and Litter

Dumping in the back lanes in Whitechapel,

You would like to see Street cleaning to become more regular;

especially the removal of broken glass.

Residents stated the Sign at Fortlawn needs to be repainted and
cleaned up.

The cleaning truck which only goes as far as the Whitechapel community center; needs to cover the whole estate.